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Abstract 

A synthesized Keynesian and portfolio-balanc- model in the 

spirit of Leviti (1980)-, Frenkel, Gylfason~ and Helliwell (1980), 

Gylfason and Helliwell (1983)~ Ahtiala (1984), Branson (1986), 

and Dornbusch (1986) is constructed. It is th~n shown that a 

fiscal policy-dominated recovery is weakened, not only due to 

disequilibrium conditions in the home, but also foreign security 

markets. 



1. Introduction 

Fiscal policies have become a divisive issue among 

industrialized economies (Feldstein, 1986). The September, 1985 

"Plaza Accord" was inaugurated as a major shift in u.s. foreign 

exchange policy. Accordingly, it was agreed to realign the trade 

balances of these nations by reducing the value of the u.s. 

dollar. However, the precipitous fall in the u.s. dollar since 

1985 has failed to have a significant impact toward a more 

1 balanced world trade growth. The u.s. demands that her trading 

partners, those with huge trade surpluses, eliminate structural 

d d ' d' 2 h f h' h . flt' eman impe iments. Te consequent prospects o ig in a ion 

and high real long-term interest rates in Europe, have been cause 

for concern. u.s. trading partners seem to indicate that the 

solution can be found in cbrrective macropolicies in the u.s. 

rather than the depreciation of the dollar. 3 

The purpose of this paper is to explain the above facts within 

an IS-LM analytical framework of Fleming (1962) and Mundell 

(1968). This study incorporates elements of Keynesian and 

portfolio-balance approaches similar to the models developed by 

Levin (1980), Frenkel, Gylfason, and Helliwell (1980), Gylfason 

and Helliwell (1983), Ahtiala 1984), Branson (1986), and 

Dornbusch (1986). It is then shown that a fiscal policy-dominated 

recovery is weakened, not only due to di~equilibrium conditions 
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in the home, but also foreign ~ecurity market. 

A two-secto~ model of goods and financial markets is developed 

in section two.
4 

Equilibrium conditions are studied in section 

three. Implications of fiscal policy-originated disequilibriu-m 

conditions ar~ examined in section four. 

2. A Synthesized Keynesian a~d Portfolio-Balance Model 

The dynamics of a Mundell-Fleming single-count~y economy can 

be simultaneously specified in the commodities, domestic and 

foreign bond markets. 

Based on the producers' responses to unexpected inventory 

changes, a goods market exce&s demand function 

* 

5 
is: 

( l ) • y = a{c.[Y-tY+R] + I(r} + G + x{Y,[EP /Ph])+ f - Y}, 

where c is the marginal propensity to consume; t, a tax rate; and 

R, real government transfer payments. The investment function 

I(r), is a negative function of the real interest rate {r) 

[ I 11::0] • G measures real government expend·iture. Net exports, 
r 

x(Y,E}, decline with real income (Y}, and rise with the exchange 

rate {E)--the domestic currency price of foreign exchange [xy<O, 

* xE>O]. P and Ph are overall foreign and home goods price la•~ls, 

respectively. f is an autonomous consumption. Finally,~is an 

adjustment parameter such that 1>a> O. 

In the financial sector, private citizens hold portfolios of 

domestic real money balances (M/P}, home bonds (Bd/P}, and 

foreign denominated securities (F/P). 

( 2 ) 
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Here, w is real wealth, and Bd/P is the portion of domestic 

securities (B/P) held by home residents. Pis the overall home 

* price level, a weighted average of P and Ph. 

The excess supply in the home security market can be modelled 

as: 

•· d + * - + f + * - * + *' ( 3 ) r = S- [ B /P - b (r , [ r ] / y ) W - b (r ,[r ] , [Y ] )Ew ] 

1 > S > 0, 
. d 

1 > b > Qt 1 
f >b > 0 

d * where s is an adjustment parameter. The terms b ( r, r , y) and 

f * * b (r,r ,Y ) denote the domest~c and foreign-desir~d fraction of 

* domestic (w) and foreign (w wealth, respectively, held in 

domestic securities. Given a single-country economy assumption, 

* * * the foreign interest rate (r ), real income (Y ), and wealth (w J 
II 11 ff. II 

are determi·ned exogenously. Super.scripts + ( - ) indicate the 

6 
economic variablei' impact on demand for financial assets. 

Finally, the ex~ess demand function in the foreign security 

market is given by 

( 4) •· *' - * + + + E = .\ [ b ( r , [ r ] , Y ) w - ( EF /P ) ] , 

* * where 1 »,\>0 is an adJustment parameter. b (r,r ,Y) denotes the 

domestic desired fraction of domestic wealth held in foreign 

securities. 

The wealth co~straint implies that the summation of the 

desired fractions of domestic wealth--those held in real cash 

balances, domestic, and foreign securities--total one. Hence 

( 5) d * * * m(r,Y) + b (r,r ,Y) + b (r,r ,Y) = 1 

where m(r,Y) describes the de.sired fraction of wealth held in 

domestic real balances. 

Therefore, the dynamics of a single country economy can be 
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reduced·to the following set of equations: 

( 1 ) 

( 3 ) 

( 4) 

• y = * a{c(Y-tY+R] + I(r) + G + x(Y,[EP /Ph]) + f - Y} 

5 
r ·= f3[ B/P d * f * * * - b ( r , r , Y ) w - b ( r, r , Y ) Ew ] 

• * * E = A[b (r,r ,Y)w - EF/P] 

3. Equilibrium Conditions 

Equilibrium in this model requires that excess dem~nd for all 

assets be equal to zero. This condition must therefore be met 

both in the (flow) goods market and in the (stock) financial 

markets (Foley, 1975). Hence, using the wealth constraint 

(equation 2), the market clearing condition for real balances can 

* * be dropped •. Accordingly, given P, r , and Y; the equilibrium 

· 1evels of real income, inte·rest rate, and excha"nge rate are 

determined_ when equations ( 1), · ( 3), and (4 ). are simultaneously 

set to zero. 

The necessary and sufficient ~tability conditions require that 

the trace of the Jadobian matrix J be negative and that its 

determinant be positive. The Jacobian matrix, as well as the 

signs of the partial derivatives, are shown in Table 1. 

[Table 1 approximately here] 

It can be shown that this matrix satis£ies both the necessary 

and sufficient stability 
7 

requirements. The equilibrium 

conditions of these markets in an E-r plane are given in Figure 

• 1. Along the GG curve excess demand for goods is zero, Y=Q. Along 
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Partial 
Derivatives 
of the ••• 

Goods 
Market 

Dome.stic 
Bond 
Market 

Foreign 
Bond 
Market 

TABLE 1 

Jac~bian Matrix J 

With Respect. 
To: 

·Real Income 

[-1+c(1-t}+x ] y 

( - ) 

Interest Rate 

[ I ] 
r 

( - } 

d * f [-w.b -Ew b ] 
r r 

( - } 

* [wb] 
r 

( - } 

Exchange Rate 

d f * [-b (F/P}-b w ] 

* [- ( 1-b } ( F /P}] 

( - } 



,A 

r=O E 

\ GG 
\ 

\ 
/ , 

/ / 
E=O 

/ / 
/ / 

/ 

, 

" 
/ 

/ 

. "' Y=O / 

/ BB FF 

0 
> r 

Figure J. 



the BB (FF) curve excess demand for home (foreign) bonds is also 

•· . equal to zero, r=O (E=O). 

(Figure 1 approximately here] 

By applying the assumption of gross substitution between home and 

foreign securities, the FF curve, in Figure 1, is flatter than 

the BB curve (Branson, Halttunen, and Mass-0n (1979)]. 

4. Implications 

A solution for changes in real income, interest rate, and 

exchange rate as a result of a bond-financed fisca.l policy is 

given by 

( 6) 

W he.re [ J i j ] is the Jacobian matrix derived above, artd [a .. ], a 
1) 

parameter matrix is 

{ 7 ) 

0 

[aij] = bd/P 

* -b /P * * E(1-b )/P -b /P 

To capture responses to a bond-financed fiscal policy, the 

solution conditions (6) and (7) are derived by replacing dB/P, in 

the parameter matrix [a .. ] , with its equivalence dG. Henc.a, real 
1] 

income adjustment pattern can be derived from the fiscal 

policy-disturbed goods market clearing conditions, 
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with some rearrangements, as: 

' (8) (dY/dG) = [1/j
11

] [-j
12

(dr/dG) - j
13 

(dE/dG) + a
13

J 

The Jacobian elements J 
1 1 

and J:
12 

are negative while. j 
13 

is 

positive. The parameter element a
13 

is equal to -1. Equation (8) 

implies that the real income responses to the fiscal disturbances 

depend cle-rly on the home and foreign security market 

disequilibrium behavior [(dr/dG) and (dE/dG)]. In the domestic 

security market, as shown in the appendix, fiscal expansion leads 

to higher real interest rates [(dr/dG)>O)]. And the appreciation 

of home currency [(dE/dG)(O] is the foreign security market 

response to a fiscal expansion~ 

In other words, an •xpansionary f.is~al policy finan~ed with 

issui,ng new bonds [B/P] would cause· t.he GG curve to shift d.own 

(to the right) by [a
13

;j
13

] ( [a
13
;j

12
J), Figure 1. Both the BB 

a n. d F F c u r v e w o u 1 d s h i f t u. p b y [ a 
2 3 

I j 
2 3 

] . a n d [ a 
3 3 

/ j 
3 3 

] , 

respectively. The economy would be disturbad from the original 

equilibrium point M. Financial market clearing conditions would 

be achieved more rapidly than the goods market [see Dornbusch 

("1.976), Niehans (1977), Frankel (1979), and Driskill (1980)]. The 

economy would move instantaneously to point N, the intersection 

of the new BB and FF curves. However, at N the goods market is in 

disequilibrium. As' long as excess demand for goods remains 

positive, real income (Y) rises. Such a rise in Y could be offset 

with the negative impact of stronger home currency and real 

interest rates on current account and domestic investment outlays 

[see equation (8)]. 
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To sum up, a real and financial model of income, interest 

rate, and exchange rate determination has been constructed. 

Contrast~ng a portfolio-balance model of the exchange rate, real 

income is_ assumed to be an endogenous variable. It is then shown 

that, ceteris pa~ibus, an expansionary fiscal policy produces 

ultimately high real interest rates and domestic currency~ These 

(stock) adjustments in the asset sector and their feedbacks into 

the real market results in a weakened. real income. 

The model provides an explanation of the recent u.s. economy 

exp~rience concerning interest and exchange rates. A robust 

recovery of th~ u.s. economy might have been retarded as result 

of financial asset feedbacks into the real sector. Though capital 

infl-0ws may have reduced the negat~~e imp~ct of higher real 

inter.est rates,. the combination with a strong. dollar may have 

dampened the efficacy of recent fiscal policy in the real sector. 

This s~tuation would have been different if u.s. trade partners 

had followed a more balanced growth with less restrictive 

financial policies. From a dynamic poi.nt of view, the stance of 

u.s. fiscal policy in recent years has led to an unproportional 

change in the portfolio compositions of wealth-holders in favor 

of home bonds. To realign their wealth, private citizens replace 

dollar-d~nominated assets with foreign-exchange denominated 

assets. This would lead to a depreciatidn of the dollar and 

appreciat~on of foreign exchanges. 
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Footnotes 

1- In November, 1985, the weighted-average index of the 

u.s. dbllar against the currencies of her eleven trading partners 

stood at 128.08. This index declined to 99.46 in February, 1987 

(Federal Reserve Bulletin, recent issues). 

2- Economic Rep6rt of the President, Feburary, 1987. 

3- Blanchard and Dornbusch (1984) attrihute a high ieal 

short-term interest rate to tight monetary stance. However, they 

single out future budget deficits as the most important factor in 

driving up future short-term interest rates and hence the current 

long-term interest rate. But Volcker (1984) argues that real 

long-term interest rates are higher than the current rate of 

inflation as a result of public skepticism of price stability. On 
I . 

a separate ground, Feldstein (1982), Aschauer (19B5),. and 

Hoelscher (1986) reject the Ricar~ian equivalence p~oposition 

revived by Barro (1974). According to this proposition, 

government spending has negligible ef.fect on interest rates [see, 

besides Barro, Kormendi (1983) and Evans (1985)]. 

4- In examining t~e economics of fiscal policy, the 

Ketnesain and portfolio-balance model developed here is based on 

Khademian (1987). 

5- A dot-superscripted variable is the time derivati•e of 

that variable. 

6- Khademian (1987) shows that, to meet both the 

theoretical consistency requirements of closed economy portfolio 

models and the stability conditions, real income should enter the 

demand for securities in a positive fashion. 

7- Ibid, 
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Appendix 

The purpose of this appendix is to show, that in response to a 

fiscal expansion, both home real interest and exchange rates ri.se 

[(dr/dG)>O and (dE/dG<O)]. dr/dG is positive if, 

[ 1 /det ( J)] = 

( 1/det(J)] [j11(a23j33-a33j23) - j21(a13j33-a33j13) + 

l31<a13j23-a23j13)] 

is positive. The det(J) in the first bracket and all terms (but 

the first) in the second bracket are positive. But it can be 

proved that a summation of the first, the first part of the 

second, and the fifth terms, shown below, is positive; 

d *· 
- ( F /P) [ ( m/P )( - j 

1 1 
) -wb by] > 0 

· dE/dG is negative if 

(A-1) 

[1/det(A)] = 

[ 1/det(J)] [j11(j22a33-j32a23) - j21(j12a33-j32a13) + 

j31(j12a23-j22a13)] 

is negative. Since the det(J) is positive, dE/dG is negative if 

the second bracket is negative. The latter requirment is m~t if 

(A-2) 

(A-3) 

(A-4) 

(dr/dY)BB > (dr/dY)GG 

* d wb [ ( ( 1-b) /P) ( -1 +c ( 1-t) +x ) + wb ] < 0 
r . Y Y 

* . d d * f wb (-((1-b )/P)I - wb -Ew b] < 0 
Y r r r 

These reqirements [(A-2), (A-3), and (A-4)) are derived by 
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comparing the first term with the third, the second with the 

fourth, and the fifth with the sixth, in the second bracket of 

(A-1)- condition. Requirement (A-2) is met if one assumes that the 

·home security market is more responsiv~ than the goods market to 

changes in the financial variables, such as real interest rate. 

Conditions (A-3) and (A-4) also hold considering the magnitude of 

wealth, w. 
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